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TWENTY YEARS AGO IN 1STJ
"Live" Geology
Sister Mary Isidore Rohan
Ottumwa Heights, Ottumwa
How old is the earth? Where did it come from? How.was it made? Junior high
students are determined to solve all life's mysteries, and therefore geology with
its wealth of clues is a likely target for their curiosity. The earth sciences seem to
hold an almost mystical fascination for the junior high age child possibly because
the adolescent is beginning to realize he is part of the whole universe and not just
of a family, and is using his powers of observation to see what this universe holds.
Geology is a challenging subject to be teaching or learning in 1964. Some of the
recent textbooks introduce geologic concepts by means of attractive and well
organized text, diagrams, pictures and especially student experiments. Much
teacher background material is being printed in the scientific and educational
journals, in periodicals with popular appeal, and by industries. The IGY
[International Geophysical Year] work has given publicity to research of the
earth; results of IGY studies have deepened and clarified previously held
geological theories and concepts. More and more school systems are beginning
to offer geology as the ninth grade science course.
"The best way really to understand how the rocks were formed is to go out in
the field by yourself to think, look at the earth, and think some more," said one
geology professor. Although students can be motivated to study geology as they
experiment to reproduce models (such as the stream table) of geologic
phenomena and will manifest a certain pride in knowledges gleaned from books of
strata, faults, and folds; going into the field and observing the earth, the rocks,
the streams will correlate this encyclopedia of facts.
Where have you, as a teacher, really come to understand slumping, or faulting,
or folding? From diagrams and photographs or from actually looking at old
buildings making their way downhill; examining outcrops, roadcuts, or a quarry?
Formal field trips present many problems, but the geology "field" surrounds the
school. Is the school on a rise between two streams? Then it is on a divide.
Slumping may be visible if the school is on a hill. What building material is used in
the school? The building limestone used in our school has a well preserved
trilobite in one wall. The building stone of a church near a neighboring school has
excellent examples of dikes and of granite pegmatite and the orange and blue
color of the stone leads to other questions to be puzzled over by students. Often
public buildings close to a school use marble facing or pavement. In one such
building pure white marble was contrasted with black marble pavement.
Through the black pavement ran white dikes - illustrating magmatic intrusions
in a metamorphosed rock in a way that filmstrips, books and the teacher had
been unable to do.
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Although the geology class and teacher are ahnost always in the "field"
because the earth is so much a part of our lives, one formal geology field trip is
valuable during a six week, junior high course. Iowa has a variety of outcrops,
road-cuts, mines, quarries, etc. ideal for such a class. Some of these you know of
close to your school; others in Iowa as well as a variety of sources of geologic
information can be obtained from the addresses listed at the end of the article.
The formal geology field trip for two classes of eighth graders was made to
Allied Quarry (fig. 1), a limestone quarry in the Rock River on Vcmdruff's Island
about three miles from Davenport, Iowa. Several weeks before the trip,
permission had been obtained from Mr. Wood, official of the quarry. The quarry
geologist sent the school the di;:tgram of the quarry wall (fig. 1) and Mr. Wood
briefly outlined the high points of the trip. Students studied the diagrams at
school and carried them as vertical maps in their trip to the quarry.
At the quarry Mr. Wood and the geologist gave about ten minutes of added
explanation and for the remainder of the hour answered the individual problems
of the students. In addition to facts, the students gained much respect for
geologists from those two learned and kindly men.
One could sense knowledge of facts evolving into understanding from the
remarks and enthusiasm of the class. The "petroliferous" layer smelled oily! And
fossils actually did exist, and in unbelievable abundance. "Concretion" became a
word with meaning after students had dug a good number of the "chocolate
pieces" from the walls of the quarry. As they looked at the walls from a distance,
different ones would turn to their teacher, "Oh, that's what you mean?" when
they suddenly realized what is meant by a sedimentary rock being formed in
place. Others found pieces of gravel, washed into Allied Quarry at flood-time
from a neighboring gravel pit. They contrasted the rounded basalt and granite
with the limestone of the quarry, and were awed as for the first time the effect of
the glacier "grinding and rounding" rocks made sense to them. They could see
the marks of glacial striations on the big gravel and the contrast with the angular
pieces of limestone. More questions led them to realize that the glacial deposits
of gravel would have come long after the stone of the quarry had been laid down.
Each' group was at the quarry for an hour; no one was ready to leave, and not
even the liveliest of the youngsters did anything with the rocks except to study,
explore, and study them more. They were asked to bring back to school and
identify at least one rock (limestone!). They brought many rocks, especially
many fossils, and spent all extra time indoors the next week identifying their
prizes.
In their independent evaluations of the course, 75 of the 79 students listed the
trip to Allied Quarry as the most valuable part of their geology study because, as
one boy bluntly stated, "(The quarry) ... made sense out of all that stuff about
faults and folds, formations and strata!"
Suggested sources of information:
[1984 addresses]
Iowa Geologic Survey
American Geological Institute
123 N. Capitol St.
5205 Leesburg Pike
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
Falls Church, Virginia 22041
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